GUARDING THE HISTORICAL RECORD FROM THE NAZI-ERA ART LITIGATION TUMBLING TOWARD THE SUPREME COURT
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When the modern wave of claims against museums to recover paintings “displaced” during the Nazi era began, I, as an academic, approached the claims cautiously because I assumed that our esteemed institutions would not have knowingly profited from the spoliation of property belonging to millions of persecuted refugees. I was wrong. I have come to understand, based on objective, historically sound records, that a significant number of our museums during and in the aftermath of the Holocaust actively acquired art that they knew or should have recognized likely came from Jewish homes and businesses. These museums acquired this exquisite art despite widespread knowledge of Nazi looting and governmental warnings about the infection of the art market. Now, museums are using American courts to shut down inquiries into such art’s history by blocking claims on technical grounds, contrary to their own ethics guidelines and U.S. executive policy.
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1 See Raymond J. Dowd, Federal Courts and Stolen Art: Our Duty to History, FED. LAW., July 2008, at 4, 4-6 (discussing a 1950 U.S. State Department bulletin on reports of stolen art).

2 See also Jennifer Anglim Kreder, The New Battleground of Museum Ethics and Holocaust-Era Claims: Technicalities Trumping Justice or Responsible Stewardship for the Public

(253)
The Supreme Court is poised to review multiple writs for certiorari this year in Nazi-looted-art cases. It has requested the Solicitor General to weigh in on one pending petition concerning the California legislature’s ability to insure that its courts welcome survivors and heirs seeking to recover their art. More petitions have been filed, and more are possible. The museums that have fought claims in U.S. federal courts include, among others, the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, the Norton Simon Museum, the Detroit Institute of Arts, and the Toledo Museum of Art. I focus on museums because museums are breaking their own ethics codes and causing the U.S. government to break its international commitments by invoking our courts to resolve Holocaust-era-art claims on technical grounds rather than on the merits. Although some collectors, auction houses, and dealers have also acted unethically, it is not necessary to delve into claims implicating those entities to make my point.

Some nations have fought similar claims in our courts concerning art indisputably stolen from Jews, including Austria, Spain, Hungary.

---

See Guidelines Concerning the Unlawful Appropriation of Objects During the Nazi Era, AM. ASS’N OF MUSEUMS (Nov. 1999), http://aam-us.org/museumresources/ethics/nazi_guidelines.cfm (directing museums to address claims of ownership "openly, seriously, responsibly, and with respect for the dignity of all parties involved"); Report of the AAMD Task Force on the Spoliation of Art During the Nazi/World War II Era, ASS’N OF ART MUSEUM DIRECTORS (June 4, 1998), http://www.aamd.org/papers/guideln.php (recommending that member museums resolve claims in an “equitable, appropriate, and mutually agreeable manner”).

See infra Part II.


See Chart, supra note 5.

Id.

See Republic of Austria v. Altmann, 541 U.S. 677, 686 (2004) (discussing Austria’s claim of sovereign immunity). Since its Supreme Court loss in 2004, Austria has significantly improved its restitution record. See Kreder, supra note 2, at 53-55 (discussing Austrian legislation transferring ownership of looted art to the Austrian Jewish community). However, one is still left to wonder about the controversy surrounding the painting Dead City III, which was seized at MoMA along with the painting Portrait of Wal- ly in 1998. See William D. Cohan, Unraveling the Mystery of “Dead City,” ARTNEWS, Apr. 2008, at 114 (describing the seizures and resulting litigation).
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I. CORE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

It is commonly estimated that the Nazis stole twenty percent of all of the art in Europe. According to Ronald Lauder, former U.S. ambassador to Austria and former MoMA chairman, based on information known in 1998, “more than 100,000 pieces of art, worth at least $10 billion in total, are still missing from the Nazi era.” Because of these large numbers, every institution, art museum and private collection has some of these missing works.” We know that the Nazis targeted Jews personally, but many do not know that the Nazis also specifically targeted their art and other assets. These losses of family

gary, and Switzerland. Most of the claims are still in the courts, with petitions for certiorari pending in several of the cases. Ironically, on December 13, 2010, Poland, which has had a poor restitution record, was the beneficiary of a civil forfeiture action filed by the U.S. government to recover a painting that had been stolen from a Polish museum during World War II. Perhaps these actions suggest a new hope for restitution in eastern Europe.

10 See, e.g., Complaint at 1-2, Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain, 616 F.3d 1019 (9th Cir. 2010) (No. 05-3459) (alleging a Madrid museum’s failure to return a seized work).
13 See Chart, supra note 5.
14 See Dariusz Stola, The Polish Debate on the Holocaust and the Restitution of Property (describing the difficulties associated with restitution in Poland), in ROBBERY AND RESTITUTION: THE CONFLICT OVER JEWISH PROPERTY IN EUROPE 240, 248-51 (Martin Dean et al. eds., 2007).
15 See Complaint at 5-8, United States v. One Julian Falat Painting Entitled “Off to the Hunt,” No. 10-09291 (S.D.N.Y. filed Dec. 13, 2010) (alleging that a painting offered for sale by a U.S. auction house was wrongfully removed from Poland).
18 Id.
heirlooms, cultural artifacts, and valuable assets compound the tragic loss of life and are just one reason why restitution is so important.

Those unschooled in the intricacies of the Nazi schemes to take Jewish property have difficulty today understanding why a painting sold pursuant to a signed contract actually was a theft or duress sale. The explanation requires a certain level of historical understanding. From the very first weeks of the regime in early 1933, law and practice in Nazi Germany were engineered to make involuntary transactions appear ordinary and legal. 20 Hitler immediately imposed crippling boycotts on Jews, implementing the Nazi Party platform stating that to buy from or sell to a Jew was to be a traitor to the German people. 21 Artists Hitler hated were boycotted, exiled and shunned. 22 Massive “Aryanization” occurred. 23 Moreover, “sale” proceeds were paid into blocked accounts. 24

It would be a gross distortion of historical reality for anyone to suggest that the financial despair of Jews in 1933—during widespread, sporadic boycotts and until the passage of the first of the Nuremberg laws in 1935—resulted from a series of isolated private setbacks brought about by generalized, severe financial conditions akin to the Great Depression. But as is illustrated in Part IV below, that is exactly what museums have alleged in our courts.

Additionally, starting in April 1938, Nazis forced Jews to inventory all of their property and sign off on “legal” expropriations. 25 The U.S. Consul General in Vienna, writing immediately after the German annexation of Austria in March 1938, documented the twisted irony of this practice: “There is a curious respect for legalistic formalities. The signature of the person despoiled is always obtained, even if the person in question has to be sent to Dachau in order to break down his

---


21 See id. at 31–32 (describing these boycotts and their effects on people who did not obey them).

22 See PETROPOULOS, supra note 19, at 53–55 (detailing the antimodernist stance of the Third Reich).

23 See Avraham Barkai, Ariesierung (describing the “term used to denote the transfer of Jewish-owned independent economic enterprises to ‘Aryan’ German ownership throughout the Third Reich and the countries it occupied”), in 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE HOLOCAUST 84–87 (Israel Gutman ed. 1990).

24 See DEAN, supra note 20, at 4, 61.

25 Id. at 88-89.
resistance.”²⁶ Another potent example of the Nazi obsession with legality is that they left receipts when expropriating property from apartments of Jewish families that had fled.²⁷

When the remaining Jews within the Reich had little or no property left, the focus turned to “cost-efficient” mass murder in the death camps of occupied Poland.²⁸ The “legalized” grand larceny became a means of financing the mass murder.²⁹ Compliance with law is what comforted the Nazis and German people as they persecuted the Jews. As discussed below, the United States and its allies committed to reversing Aryanizations, forced sales, and duress sales, initially via restitution of “readily identifiable” works directly to theft victims.³⁰ Ability to follow through on the commitment fell short as attention understandably turned to the Marshall Plan and to preventing Soviet expansion of its sphere of influence to the Atlantic.³¹ Thus, the job was left largely to the victims themselves—survivors and heirs of the dead—to finish the search on an ad hoc basis.³² The victims have largely lacked the tools until now, and they still lack access to key information.

II. CAN AN ALMOST SEVENTY-YEAR-OLD CLAIM REALLY BE VIABLE?

In light of the history documented above, the presumption that claims to Holocaust-era assets almost seventy years old cannot be viable is contrary to (1) common law doctrine that one cannot get title

²⁶ See Nicholas, supra note 19, at 39.
²⁸ See DEAN, supra note 20, at 173-74.
²⁹ Cf. id. at 395.
³¹ See Michael J. Kurtz, Resolving a Dilemma: The Inheritance of Jewish Property, 20 CARDozo L. REV. 625, 626 (1998) (“Though the commitment to restore cultural property was supposedly absolute and unconditional, the political failure of the Allied Control Council (“ACC”) in Germany and the onset of the Cold War in Eastern Europe raised significant barriers to a successful cultural restitution effort.”).
³² The von Saher panel completely failed to understand that civil litigation has remained a key component of restitution since the War. See von Saher, 592 F.3d at 962-63 (evincing a preference for state-sponsored programs rather than restitution through litigation).
from a thief;\(^{53}\) (2) nearly universally applicable discovery rule principles, my focus in Part III; and (3) executive policy, my focus in this Part.

U.S. diplomats began laying the groundwork for postwar restitution during the war. In the landmark London Declaration of January 5, 1943, the United States and its allies warned against looting by “declar[ing] invalid any transfers of, or dealings with, property . . . whether such transfers or dealings have taken the form of open looting or plunder, or of transactions apparently legal in form, even when they purport to be voluntarily effected.”\(^{34}\) Second, the United States appointed Army officers known as the “Monuments Men” to protect cultural property throughout Europe during the War and to secure stolen art for later restitution—officers whose efforts were tremendous and became legendary.\(^{35}\) In spite of these intentions and actions, the Army could not sustain those efforts. Accordingly, President Truman “adopted a policy of ‘external restitution,’ under which the looted art was returned to the countries of origin—not to the individual owners.”\(^{36}\)

The end of direct restitution did not mark a change in the executive’s support of restitution in any way. Renowned State Department Fine Arts & Monuments Adviser Ardelia R. Hall issued this statement on August 27, 1951: “For the first time in history, restitution may be expected to continue for as long as works of art known to have been plundered during a war continue to be rediscovered.”\(^{37}\) In May 1952, as private litigants started to press claims in U.S. courts after the war, Jack B. Tate, the Acting Legal Adviser for the U.S. Department of

---


\(^{34}\) Declaration Regarding Forced Transfers of Property in Enemy-Controlled Territory, 8 DEP’T ST. BULL. 21, 21-22 (1943) (quoted in Altmann v. Republic of Austria, 327 F.3d 1246, 1246-47 (9th Cir. 2003) (citing the declaration as an indication disfavoring immunity for expropriating paintings), aff’d on other grounds, 541 U.S. 677 (2004)).


\(^{36}\) Von Saher, 592 F.3d at 958 (citing REPORT OF THE AM. COMM’N FOR THE PROT. AND SALVAGE OF ARTISTIC AND HISTORIC MONUMENTS IN WAR AREAS 148 (1946), commonly known as the Roberts Commission Report).

State, clarified executive policy concerning individuals seeking to invoke the power of U.S. courts to obtain restitution:

1. This Government has consistently opposed the forcible acts of dispossession of a discriminatory and confiscatory nature practiced by the Germans on the countries or people subject to their controls. . . .

3. The policy of the Executive, with respect to claims asserted in the United States for the restitution of identifiable property (or compensation in lieu thereof) lost through force, coercion, or duress as a result of Nazi persecution in Germany, is to relieve American courts from any restraint upon the exercise of their jurisdiction to pass upon the validity of the acts of Nazi officials.38

The U.S. executive branch operated on a parallel track in Europe. The International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg declared the plunder of art a war crime39 and convicted and sentenced to death Alfred Rosenberg, head of the “Einsatzstab Rosenberg” art-looting unit.40 A military regulation adopted in 1947 mandated that Germany and Austria repudiate all spurious “transactions” from the entire Nazi era.41 Much more recently, U.S. diplomats played a leading role in securing multilateral public commitments by scores of countries to implement effective and fair resolutions of Nazi-looted-art claims based on the merits and not on legal technicalities.42 Finally, the executive branch seized thousands of stolen art objects in the wake of World

38 Bernstein v. N.V. Nederlandsche-Amerikaansche Stoomvaart-Maatschappij, 210 F.2d 375, 376 (2d Cir. 1954) (quoting Jack B. Tate, Jurisdiction of U.S. Courts Re Suits for Identifiable Property Involved in Nazi Forced Transfers, 20 DEP’T ST. BULL. 592, 592-93 (1949)).
39 See Charter of the International Military Tribunal art. 6, Aug. 8, 1945, 82 U.N.T.S. 284, 286-88 (defining “plunder of public or private property” as a war crime).
41 See Restitution of Identifiable Property, 12 Fed. Reg. 7983 (Nov. 29, 1947) (establishing a presumption that “transactions” between 1933 and 1945 were confiscations requiring restitution).
War II, War II, War II, and more recently, it seized paintings in 1998 and December 2010, including a painting titled Portrait of Wally. From wartime declarations to recent seizures, executive policy in the United States has been to examine the merits of each case and, wherever possible, return looted art to its rightful owner or country.

III. JUDICIAL MISAPPLICATION OF TIME-BAR DOCTRINES IS DISTORTING THE HISTORICAL RECORD

The battle for the historical record is being fought in the federal courts, where the desire for efficiency all too often unwittingly reinforces postwar trafficking in Nazi-looted art. For example, in Detroit Institute of Art v. Ullin, a federal court in Michigan efficiently ruled that the statute of limitations on one claim ran in 1938—before the Allies even landed on the beaches of Normandy, much less liberated survivors from camps. Moreover, the case was a declaratory judgment action filed by The Detroit Institute of Arts against the heirs of Martha Nathan, who had not yet resorted to judicial process. The heirs had approached the museum about their newly discovered evidence that Ms. Nathan’s sale of The Diggers by Vincent van Gogh had been made under duress. The museum responded by filing suit, contending that the sale of the painting, which was located in Switzerland in 1938—after Ms. Nathan had fled Germany for Paris—was voluntary because it occurred prior to the Nazi occupation of France.

The Ullin court never considered the fact—not commonly known by those who are not Holocaust scholars—that the Nazis often forced fleeing Jews to transfer property located in Switzerland back to the Reich, often as a means to secure safe passage of other family members held hostage. The number of Jews subjected to persecution

---

43 See Milton Esterow, Europe Is Still Hunting Its Plundered Art, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 16, 1964, at 1 (noting the recovery of nearly 4000 pieces of art by the State Department between 1945 and 1962).
44 See supra notes 9 & 15, and accompanying text.
45 See Detroit Inst. of Arts v. Ullin, No. 06-10333, 2007 WL 1016996, at *3 (E.D. Mich. Mar. 31, 2007) (finding that conversion occurred in 1938 when the painting at issue was sold and that the statute of limitations barred any claims brought more than three years later, in accordance with Michigan law).
46 Id. at *1.
47 Id.
48 Id.
49 See Bakalar v. Vavra, 619 F.3d 136, 138 n.1 (2d Cir. 2010) (identifying an ordinance requiring Jews to register assets with an aim to appropriate those assets held extraterritorially).
from afar could be small because the wealth at stake had to merit the Nazis’ time and effort to steal in less convenient ways. Nonetheless, it happened, and our courts should not be utilized to quash evidence that it did. A consequence of the suit is that the painting remains on display as if Ms. Nathan had been perfectly free to engage in fair commercial transactions while on the run from a genocidal regime.

In 2006, the Toledo Museum of Art also brought suit against the Nathan heirs to quiet title to Paul Gauguin’s *Street Scene in Tahiti*, which had been transferred as part of the same 1938 sale.\(^50\) The United States District Court for the Northern District of Ohio held that the statute of limitations, as modified by the discovery rule, had expired some undefined time in the past, thereby barring the heirs’ counter-claims for conversion and restitution.\(^51\) The court held that the claim should have been discovered earlier because the painting had been openly displayed since its acquisition in 1939—contemporaneous with the approach of the Holocaust’s zenith—with public acknowledgment of Ms. Nathan’s prior ownership.\(^52\) As proof that Ms. Nathan knew she lacked a valid claim to the Gauguin, the court noted that she had pursued other Aryanized and looted property prior to her death in 1958, but not this painting.\(^53\) Nor did the accounting trustee of her estate claim the painting.\(^54\)

Most problematic for heirs of Holocaust victims and refugees is the Ohio court’s statement that

> the public debate surrounding Nazi-era assets should have led the Nathan heirs to inquire into the location of her former assets. Based upon Martha Nathan’s own previous claims, as well as those of her estate, the heirs knew she was persecuted by the Nazis and sustained wartime losses. This knowledge would have led a reasonable person to make further inquiries.\(^55\)

In other words, Holocaust victims’ heirs were negligent if they did not pay close attention to litigation concerning a painful, historical tragedy and realize it may have had particular relevance to them, even though they were not parties to that litigation.

Recent case law applying discovery rule principles in stolen art cases effectively, incorrectly, and seemingly unintentionally dictates something akin to a de facto due diligence search rule coupled with

\(^{50}\) Toledo Museum of Art v. Ullin, 477 F. Supp. 2d 802, 803 (N.D. Ohio 2006).
\(^{51}\) Id. at 806-08.
\(^{52}\) Id.
\(^{53}\) Id.
\(^{54}\) Id. at 805, 807.
\(^{55}\) Id. at 807.
an unfounded assumption that a present-day possessor suffers prejudice in her ability to defend the suit simply because of the amount of time that has passed. Why should the museums get the benefit of the doubt as to what hypothetical long-lost evidence may have shown? It is more likely that the evidence would have favored the claimant in the "typical" Holocaust-era-art case. The relevant inquiry is supposed to be highly fact-sensitive and should turn on what would be reasonable under the circumstances—all of the circumstances. A 1995 stolen-art case not relating to the Holocaust, wherein the theft victims were not art-world insiders, illustrates this point well:

[T]he balance of equities weighs in [the claimants'] favor. [The subsequent purchasers] purchased the Painting without inquiring as to the painting's prior ownership or the identity of the consignor, or making any inquiry of art or law enforcement agencies, and with the knowledge that the Painting was in five pieces—suspicious circumstances to say the least. They took the risk that an original owner could appear at any time.

Why would a reasonable person who had been persecuted to the ends of the earth look interminably for a needle in a haystack? In fact, many survivors after the war were quite leery of state authority figures. How could Ms. Nathan have known, particularly before 1958, to search here in the United States to discover her trafficked property? Why do we demand that she have foreseen the Information Age and have directed her heirs to perpetually search for property she probably never imagined would resurface and become recoverable?

Courts' reliance on the fact that Holocaust victims died before they could justify (and afford) the expense of a search plays right into the hands of the persecutors and profiteers. A haunting testimonial relaying a statement by Heinrich Himmler, attributed in multiple sources to Rabbi Israel Singer, leader of the World Jewish Congress, makes the point: "Himmler said you have to kill all the Jews because if you don't kill them, their grandchildren will ask for their property back..."


58 See e.g., Boaz Kahana et al., Holocaust Survivors and Immigrants 75 (2005) (noting that feelings of victimization among survivors can cause mistrust of strangers, particularly those in positions of authority).

IV. MUSEUMS’ TRAMPLING ON HISTORY TO CAPITALIZE ON FADING MEMORIES

Since the 1990s, legal scholarship and media coverage of the Holocaust-era-art problem has often implied that the problem was virtually unknown to art world insiders, who were caught unawares in 1998 and have consistently done “the right thing” upon being notified.\(^{60}\) This is simply false. Nazi looting and the persecution of Jews was front-page news as early as 1933,\(^{61}\) and it stayed in the news as art filtered deeper into the market.\(^{62}\) The U.S. executive branch also issued warnings to museums and dealers to be on the lookout for loot.\(^{63}\) Thus, art world insiders buying European art during or after the war without ownership records were actually operating in highly suspicious circumstances. Additionally, because museums usually received the art in question via donation means that they have enjoyed the benefit (and so has the general public) solely at the victims’ expense.

In my previous work, I have illustrated that the impetus for present-day possessors of art to shut down inquiry into the merits—in an effort to secure their stakes—is understandable but wrong:

In December 1938, a year and a half after emigrating to Paris, [Ms. Nathan] sold Street Scene in Tahiti and The Diggers—for approximately $6,000 and $9,360, respectively—to a group of three prominent Jewish art dealers who had known her for many years. In May 1939 [with persecution of Jews almost at its zenith], the Toledo Museum of Art bought Street Scene in Tahiti from Wildenstein & Company for $25,000. In 1969, the Detroit Institute of Arts received The Diggers as a donation from collector Robert H. Tannahill, who bought it in 1941 for $34,000. Street Scene in Tahiti is currently estimated to be worth between $10 and $15 million.

\(^{60}\) See, e.g., Stephan J. Schlegelmilch, Note, Ghosts of the Holocaust: Holocaust Victim Fine Arts Litigation and a Statutory Application of the Discovery Rule, 50 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 87, 99-100 (1999) (“Claims of this type present a real threat to museums, auction houses and private collectors who have spent significant amounts of money on good faith purchases of what is later discovered to be ‘dubious’ art. As a result, it is no surprise that museums have begun to scour their collections for art of questionable title.”).

\(^{61}\) See, e.g., Otto D. Tolischus, Hitler Will Seize Property of Foes, N.Y. TIMES, July 15, 1933, at 1; German Fugitives Tell of Atrocities at Hands of Nazis, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 20, 1933, at 1.


\(^{63}\) See, Letter from Department of State to Universities, Museums, Art Dealers, and Booksellers (Dec. 11, 1950) (on file with author); Letter from The American Commission For The Protection and Salvage of Artistic and Historic Monuments in War Areas to Museums, Art and Antique Dealers and Auction Houses (1945) (on file with author).
The Diggers is estimated at $15 million.  

One can surmise that museums’ reluctance to allow objective evaluation of claims on the merits arises from fear of losing such valuable assets, in addition to the stain such restitution leaves on the reputations of the dealers and donors in the ownership chain. Other art objects similarly passed through their hands, and increased scrutiny may open up other objects to claims.

Reputations and tremendous amounts of money were also on the line in litigation filed by MoMA and the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation against Julius Schoeps, heir to Paul von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, a prominent German banker and art collector. This dispute was a heated contest concerning the interpretation of a purported 1927 transfer of two Pablo Picasso paintings, Boy Leading a Horse (1906) and Le Moulin de la Galette (1900), from Mendelssohn-Bartholdy to his wife, who was Aryan. The heirs contended that the purported transfer was backdated to make it appear that the property was in Aryan hands before the Nazis’ rise to power; in reality, the transfer was made after the Nazis were in control. This method of backdating contracts to attempt to insulate property from Nazi expropriation was used often enough that the German language has a specific term for it: Verfolgten-Testament. The painting passed through the hands of a very well-known Jewish art dealer, Justin Thannhauser. Schoeps alleged:

Thannhauser trafficked in stolen and Nazi-looted art during his career as a dealer. Both during and after World War II, Thannhauser partnered with art dealers such as Nazi Cesar Mange de Hauke and Albert Skira, both of whom the U.S. State Department and others identified as traffickers in Nazi-looted art.

---

64 Kreder, supra note 2, at 62-63.
66 Id. at 464.
67 Id.
68 See Schoeps v. Andrew Lloyd Webber Art Found., No. 116768-06, 2007 WL 4098215, at *1 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Nov. 19, 2007) (describing the practice as “a last will set up in order to protect property from the Nazis, in the hope that it would pass on to successor heirs if and when the regime would have come to an end”).
69 Schoeps, 594 F. Supp. 2d at 463-64.
The dispute is one of a number in which Mr. Thannhauser’s name appears in the provenance. For example, Mr. Thannhauser was one of the three prominent art dealers who bought and sold Ms. Nathan’s paintings described above. After the war, he (and his archives) helped many Jews recover art that had been expropriated from his gallery. His family is thus certainly sensitive to these accusations and would deny them. Still, seemingly no litigation filed to date has even attempted to resolve whether Mr. Thannhauser was a friend or foe of fleeing Jews, a fact that is extremely important in determining whether many paintings that he bought and sold during and after the war, which have made their way into other museums and collections, should be restituted. The MoMA-Guggenheim-Schoeps litigation certainly will not help in this regard as it settled on the eve of litigation, and that settlement remains confidential despite the prodding of the court to make it public (to which the museums ultimately agreed).

I will make one final point here about the Schoeps litigation. The MoMA/Guggenheim Complaint asserts:

The facts and circumstances establish that both von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy and his wife were free to decide whether or not to sell their artwork, were free to move artwork in and out of Germany without discrimination, were not under financial pressure to sell as the Paintings represented a negligible percentage of their net worth, and neither the German State nor the Nazi party played any role in directing, urging or otherwise threatening any adverse consequences if the Paintings were not sold to Thannhauser, . . . The allegation that the Nazi government would force von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy and his wife to sell the Paintings to the Jewish art dealer Thannhauser, whom they knew and with whom they had done business for years, is completely implausible, as is the claim that they had to sell the Paintings because Nazi persecution had left them impoverished.

Esteemed institutions, informed by knowledgeable provenance researchers who know better, should not use our courts to hide behind racial stereotyping and extremely biased portrayals of historical reality as a substitute to investigating true human behavior.

---

71 See also United States v. One Oil Painting Entitled “Femme en Blanc” By Pablo Picasso, 362 F. Supp. 2d 1175, 1179 (C.D. Cal. 2005) (noting that the painting was being held by Thannhauser when it was looted by Nazis); Goggin & Robinson, supra note 70, at B12 (noting Thannhauser’s “association” with Cesar Mange de Hauke).

72 See Schoeps v. Museum of Modern Art, 603 F. Supp. 2d 673, 674-75 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (observing that while the museums no longer objected to a public settlement, the plaintiffs insisted that it remain confidential).

In applying seemingly neutral legal doctrine in Holocaust-era-art cases, courts have failed to take into account the fact that prospects for restitution immediately after the War were grim. It is true that some tenacious families, including some with large art collections identified and located in Allied sectors, met with success, but most others had to move on to build new lives as refugees in new lands. As the survivors’ heirs now approach those who currently possess their art, they are (understandably) met with defensiveness from current possessors because art patrons’ reputations are questioned and valuable assets are on the line. Few people seem to want to discover what actually happened as the Nazis rose to power and embarked on a mission of ever-increasing persecution of European Jews. Those who did not leave early enough found themselves trapped—without means to make a living, blocked from accessing bank accounts or engaging in fair commercial transactions, and hemmed in by an exorbitant Flight Tax that prevented flight. This record is being developed—and distorted—in litigation.

Sometimes the judiciary provides a glimmer of hope, as did Judge Korman in his concurrence in Bakalar v. Vavra, a dispute over a drawing from the collection of Fritz Grunbaum. Grunbaum was a famous Viennese cabaret performer who had a fine collection of Egon Schiele drawings when the Nazis occupied Vienna. His heirs asserted a claim when a collector tried to auction one of the drawings in New York. Ultimately, the lower court ruled against the plaintiff, applying Swiss law, but the Second Circuit vacated and remanded in September 2010. Judge Korman wrote an informative separate concurrence explaining his view of the factual evidence, including the following summary:

Grunbaum was arrested while attempting to flee from the Nazis. After his arrest, he never again had physical possession of any of his artwork, including the Drawing. The power of attorney [to his wife, Elisabeth],

---

75 See DEAN, supra note 20, at 43-44.
76 See 619 F.3d 136, 148 (2d Cir. 2010) (Korman, J., concurring) (writing separately to argue that Grunbaum could have proven his art was stolen by a preponderance of the evidence).
77 Id. at 137.
78 Id. at 139.
79 See id. at 146-48 (vacating the district court’s decision in Bakalar v. Vavra, No. 05-3037, 2008 WL 4067335 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 2, 2008)).
which he was forced to execute while in the Dachau concentration camp, divested him of his legal control over the Drawing. Such an involuntary divestiture of possession and legal control rendered any subsequent transfer void.  

Right after Elisabeth completed the forced inventories to streamline Nazi expropriation, she died in the Minsk extermination camp. 

The panel’s opinion also instructed the lower court on remand to address laches, a doctrine that operates to bar stale claims if the opposing party would suffer prejudice in litigation. Again, where existing evidence so strongly points to theft, why should the present-day possessor get the benefit of the doubt as to what additional evidence might have been unearthed earlier? Under common law principles, the true owner always prevails over other possessors. Nonetheless, despite horrific persecution, theft, and murder, Grunbaum’s heirs are likely to lose because they will be declared at fault for waiting too long. The court would thereby reinforce theft and postwar trafficking. The drawing will be sold and one of two things will happen: either its background will be ignored or forgotten because the heirs lost in court or the mystique will actually drive the price upward.

Another example is Grosz v. Museum of Modern Art, in which the Second Circuit affirmed a dismissal of a similar claim as time-barred. The decision rests on the interpretation of letters exchanged between MoMA and the Grosz heirs’ art historian. MoMA convinced the court to dismiss the claim on the grounds that one of MoMA Chairman Glenn Lowry’s letters should be construed to have refused the claim, despite his repeated statements that only a majority of the board of directors—and not he alone—had the authority to speak for MoMA. Moreover, MoMA refused to even disclose its own provenance records in the case, despite the fact that its own website proclaims that its files are open to all serious researchers.
beats David on a technicality, trampling on executive policy and history.

I will provide one final example of a prestigious U.S. museum’s shutting down objective inquiry into the history of a painting. Last year, the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston won a declaratory judgment action seeking to put to rest an inquiry (perhaps a demand) from Dr. Claudia Seger-Thomschitz to *Two Nudes (Lovers)* (1913) by Oskar Kokoschka, which had previously belonged to her father, Dr. Oskar Reichel.\(^87\) Dr. Reichel was a Jewish doctor who owned an art gallery and a significant collection that was transferred after the Third Reich annexed Austria in the *Anschluss* on March 12, 1938.\(^88\) The museum alleged that Dr. Reichel voluntarily sold the painting and three others by Kokoschka to Otto Kallir,\(^89\) a Viennese art dealer who had moved to Paris by the time of the sale in February 1939 and is said to have had been the most powerful influence on modern art collectors in the United States.\(^90\) The museum alleged that Dr. Reichel and Mr. Kallir had known each other for many years and often had done business together—the implication being that the sale naturally was fair and unrelated to the liquidation of Dr. Reichel’s gallery and paintings in November 1938 and the liquidation of the family’s apartment house in 1941.\(^91\) In 1943, Reichel died in Vienna.\(^92\) Two of his sons fled in 1938 and 1939, one of his sons was murdered in 1940 or 1941, and his wife was deported to Theresienstadt.\(^93\)

Dr. Seger-Thomschitz only knew to investigate additional claims after receiving a letter on November 10, 2003, from the Vienna Community Council for Culture and Science notifying her that she was the rightful heir to Romako paintings that passed through Otto Kallir: “It is certain that these paintings involved art objects from the property of Dr. Oskar Reichel and which, in connection with the power seizure by National Socialism, he had to sell due to his persecution as a Jew to..."
the galleries mentioned . . . .” The court ruled that the date of the letter’s receipt was the latest date that the limitations clock could have started to tick, which meant the victims had no chance to recover given the date when the action was finally filed in court.55

Dr. Seger-Thomschitz argued unsuccessfully that the court should set aside the limitations period on equitable grounds because to hold otherwise would amount to “aiding, abetting, encouraging and facilitating the illegal and criminal intentional trafficking in stolen art,” particularly because the Austrian records containing Dr. Reichel’s Property Declaration were first made public in 1993 after the family had stopped searching for assets.56 The Property Declaration listed Romako and Kokoschka paintings and included evidence that “payment” for the Romako painting in the Vienna Community Council’s possession had been made into a blocked account.57 She maintained that the stranglehold of the Property Declaration upon the paintings and evidence of payment into a blocked account for the Romakos indicated that the same thing likely happened in connection with the Kokoschkas, which Kallir had sold to another dealer by 1945.58

Sarah Blodgett bought Two Nudes in 1947 or 1948 and donated it to the museum in 1972, where it has remained on public display.59 Thus, whereas the Viennese government returned paintings because “[i]t is certain” their path from Dr. Reichel though Mr. Kallir occurred “due to . . . persecution,”60 a U.S. federal court in Boston effectively elevated the public’s enjoyment of the paintings over the need to unwind transactions that financed genocide.

CONCLUSION

This Essay is an academic’s attempt to shed light on a dark moment—the duping of our courts by some prominent U.S. museums to accept revisionist history, contravene executive policies dating to 1943, and unwittingly endorse a pillar of the Nazis’ persecution and genocide of Jews. Application of limitations periods, the discovery rule,
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and related procedural bars under these circumstances is misguided both as a matter of law and as a matter of ethics. As survivors and soldiers die, as archives are opened to historians, and as information trickles out, survivors’ heirs are learning that their families owned some of the most beautiful treasures mankind knows, which were stolen or forcibly sold and are now housed in our most esteemed museums. Those who benefited may have the exclusive keys to those snippets—and often still do. Thus, the reason for delay often lies on their shoulders. Ancient maxims of common law dictate that the stolen property should be returned, even sixty or seventy years later.

Courts should pay careful attention to history before reaching judgment on which claims are plausible. As recognized by some museums that have restituted Holocaust-era art without forcing heirs into court, most of the claimants’ “stories,” like those discussed in the cases above, are in fact plausible. With precedents such as those discussed in this Essay, the judiciary is undermining the executive’s ability to continue to lead the world movement toward securing a modicum of justice for Holocaust survivors affected by the “unfinished business” of World War II. Our judges should remember the words of Sir Hartley Shawcross, Chief Prosecutor for the United Kingdom at Nuremberg, who warned:

Human memory is very short. Apologists for defeated nations are sometimes able to play upon the sympathy and magnanimity of their victors, so that the true facts, never authoritatively recorded, become obscured and forgotten.

---
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